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Dance o
off the R
Red
ed Death
by Bethany Griffin

Str
Stranger
anger Things : the Other
Side

In a continuation of Edgar Allen Poe's
gothic short story, wealthy seventeenyear-old Araby Worth, betrayed and
bereft, discovers that she will fight for her
city and the people she loves, beginning
at the prince's masked ball

by Jody Houser

Ash Princess

St
Starw
arworld
orld

by Laura Sebastian
Held captive by the brutal Kaiser since
age six when she witnessed her mother's
murder, Theodosia, called Ash Princess,
is now sixteen and prepared to reclaim
the throne by any means necessary

The Bone H
Houses
ouses
by Emily Lloyd-Jones
Enduring a meager existence as a
gravedigger after the death of her
parents, Ryn teams up with apprentice
mapmaker Ellis to stop an undead
plague linked to a decades-old curse.

Dear M
Martin
artin
by Nic Stone
Writing letters to the late Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., seventeen-year-old collegebound Justyce McAllister struggles to
face the reality of race relations today
and how they are shaping him.

Fiv
ive
eF
Fee
eett Apart
by Rachael Lippincott
A teen on the waiting list for a lung
transplant faces an impossible choice
when her infection risks prevent her from
getting within five feet of the boy she
loves, a fellow patient who is determined
to experience life outside the hospital.

A first entry in a graphic-novel series
based on the cult favorite Netflix show,
Stranger Things, follows the arrival of Will
Byers in the dark parody world of Upside
Down.

by Audrey Coulthurst
A popular teen and an artistic loner forge
an unexpected bond and navigate
difficult family realities by creating a
private imaginary world where they share
adventures and can be themselves.

The Beautiful
by Renée Ahdieh
Fleeing to 19th-century New Orleans
when her life in Paris is threatened, a
dressmaker is welcomed into the glitzy
underworld before her prospects are
upended by a pair of murders and a feud
involving the city’s ruling vampires.

All Our Br
Brok
oken
en Pieces
by L. D. Crichton
A lonely teen struggling with escalating
OCD symptoms in the wake of her
mother's passing, a new school and
stepfamily dynamics is quietly observed
from a treehouse by a neighbor.

Cr
Cro
own o
off F
Feathers
eathers
by Nicki Pau Preto
Shockingly betrayed by her controlling
sister, a war orphan disguises herself as a
boy in the hope of joining her empire's
legendary Phoenix Riders, an ambition
that is complicated by a last Rider
queen's resolve to destroy the empire
rather than see it fall into corrupt hands.

